NSRF protocols and activities work effectively outside CFG meetings and even in settings completely outside schools

The next two articles in this issue highlight stories from two individuals using their experience as CFG coaches to dramatically support people in settings beyond CFG meetings and classrooms. Other ways we know our protocols may be used effectively include:

- Democratically organizing a year's worth of meeting agendas for a board of directors for a non-profit organization
- Quickly “taking the temperature” of any group based on their responses to an example text, and then (using other protocols) setting up a series of “next steps” to bring the group to where it wants to go
- Facilitating a public meeting around a complicated question that they anticipated would include heated debate
- Effectively revealing new perspectives to help solve or eliminate complex dilemmas in businesses or other settings

HERE AT LAST!

The long-anticipated, Critical Friends Group® Coaches’ Handbook will be ready to ship in early December!

- 140+ pages chock-full of protocols and activities you will use in CFG meetings, in your classrooms, and beyond.
- Includes 40+ pages in a section to help new coaches get their groups off the ground, and help more experienced coaches understand how to do CFG work with much more finesse and effectiveness!
- Table-of-contents organized by protocol topic or use, with a detailed index, and multiple references for matching protocols to pieces of work

NSRF-certified CFG coaches* may purchase the book for $35

* Because we use this Handbook in our Coaches’ Trainings, and because it includes special information specifically for coaches’ use, it is not intended for general audiences of those who have not been trained.

Click here to pre-order your copy. Orders will not be shipped until early December.